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Featured Businesses
This week we are going to be taking a step back from the critical

analysis and social constructs to shine the light on June’s Featured

Businesses of the month. Black Execs has had the pleasure to work

with each of the businesses for this month’s feature, and so the

descriptions, experiences and stories we share are based upon the

values that this platform is built on.

 

Dom Productions: Photography, Videography, Graphic Design
 

 

We’ll begin the discussion with Dom Productions; which if you

follow our content elsewhere, you may recognize the massive role

she has played in establishing this brand. Dom Productions was

hired on to plan, develop and shoot all the marketing content for

the BlackExecs launch and post launch content. We connected

with Dom Productions through a mutual friend, and she was by far

one the most professional and timely responders for inquiries. Off

the bat she was able to provide a workflow of her services, the

payment process, and contracts. Very clean cut, simple, and

motivated freelancer. We were able to establish deadlines that

were set months in advance, which she often ended up delivering

earlier than expected.

 

 

 

@DavsHotspot

@DomProductions.ca

@WeMedia3



WE media did an interview with BlackExecs to talk about their

brand as apart of the Staying Connected Series. They were one

of the first brands, when BlackExecs was just an idea they

jumped onboard and agreed to assist with this movement. One

of the reasons why BlackExecs chose to work with WE Media is

because their entrepreneurial story and content was very much

centred around, and within the Black community. The WE

Media brand was in tune with the values of BlackExecs, and we

shortly learned their work ethic too! They have 2 short films,

one called Mirrors and another called Her Words; both films are

centred around a Black love story.

 

When reaching out to WE Media their response to emails and

inquiries were always timely. What impressed the BlackExecs

team the most, is that they came with the intention of being in

front of the screen (for once!) but still brought all their

equipment as if they were coming to work. They were generous

in sharing the footage that was captured open to the entire

team and additional professionals at the shoot. Not only that,

they are just as creative and lively with their content

production as they were in front of the camera. It was

refreshing to see them connect so well with everybody on set,

and then also bring that same energy to the screen.

 

 

The total duration of our work together was about 6-7 months, and she

attended every meeting, and shoot on time, prepared and organized.

Her transparency throughout the entire process was pristine; the

integrity and quality behind her work spoke for itself. Her personal story

drove the passion behind her craft, and anyone who gets the chance to

work alongside her will be motivated by her drive. She’s positive and

stern, and ensures everyone on set is kept in check while on set. If we

were to recommend anyone to be responsible for the creative direction

and management of your business, your project - and like many

entrepreneurs call it, their babies - Dom Productions would be our first

choice.

We Media  Content Production, Photography,
Videography, Short Films

Dav’s Hot Spot : Restaurant, Wings,
Fries, Mac and cheese + Seafood!
 

It’s hard to know where to begin, from

the juicy wings, to the seasoned fries and

the cheesy mac’ n cheese...Let’s just say

Dav’s Hotspot always has a line out the

door. Located at 1365 Mid-Way Blvd,

Mississauga, open from Tuesday-

Saturday you can purchase from this

Black owned establishment. With a

variety of items to choose from -

including Halal - regardless of the meal,

they always satisfy the hunger. 

 

Black Execs had the opportunity to meet

with the owner of Dav’s hotspot - very

warm and welcoming - to partner with

them for an upcoming promotion that

we’ll be doing to showcase Black

Businesses in the GTA. The promotion

will be held on Instagram so be sure to

check it out.

 


